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The fork sensor BGL 21 is a photoelectric sensor using a microcon-
troller for the setup process and function monitoring. All the user 
needs to do is press a button to access all the data needed for con-
figuring the sensor. An adjustment aid on the top and bottom of the 
sensor specifies the object position during configuration. The internal 
microcontroller monitors all settings to ensure optimum switching 
frequency, repeat accuracy and rejection of optical interference and 
ambient light. 
The BGL 21-RG has a red and green emitter diode, which is ideal 
for detecting colored markings on transparent  
backing material. Which color of emitter light is more appropriate for 
the particular task is automatically determined during setup.
The BGL 21-IR model with an infrared emitter makes it possible to 
scan labels or holes on backing material.
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Wiring diagram

Suitable connector
(please order separately)

More electrical accessories: You can find a large selection of plug con-
nectors and connector cables in a wide variety of cable materials, colors and 
lengths in our Industrial Networking and Connectivity catalog.

Size Design Cable 
material

Color Length Ordering 
code

M8, 4-pin Straight PUR Yellow 2 m BCC053Z
M8, 4-pin Straight PVC Yellow 2 m BCC0542
M8, 4-pin Angled PUR Yellow 2 m BCC050P
M8, 4-pin Angled PVC Yellow 2 m BCC050Y

 

Connectors without LED are suitable for PNP and NPN sensors.

Features
■n Fast, fully automatic sensor calibration
■n User interface has just one button and two LEDs
■n Very short response time and high repeat accuracy
■n Very resistant to optical interference and ambient light
■n NPN/PNP output on separate pins with overload protection
■n M8 connector block can be rotated 90°
■n Metal housing

Applications
■n Detecting markings on backing material
■n Label detection
■n Monitoring web tracking
■n Web break monitoring
■n Hole checking in thin materials (< 2 mm)


